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f! itcoin is a sffange thing: avirtual coin-
L) age,but real enough, each'coin'teth-
ered to a place.Ifyou store bitcoins on your
computer and spill coffee on the hard drive,
that's that; when you spend coins online,
they travel from your wallet, just as cash
physically leaves your pocket. When Mt
Gox, a high-profile coin exchange, went
out of business in 201.4, bitcoins worth
half a billion dollars simply disappeared.
The bitcoin community hopes the coins
will become established as a currency but
speculators treat them like a commodity.
The US tal( authorities, meanwhile, have
decided that they are property. h just six
years bitcoin has gone from techno-fantasy,
through Wild West, to something quite
respectabl e; in Cryp to c urren c!, their fasci-
nating book on the topic, Wall StreetJour-
nal columnists Paul Vigna and Michael
Casey set out to convince readers that bit-
coin is not onlygoing straight, but also has
the potential to change the world.

The most enjoyable parts of Cryptocur-
renc! deal with the extraordinary history
of bitcoin. The digital-currency move-
ment has its roots in the 'cypherpunk'

movement of the 1990s, a grouping of
ponytailed hardline libertarian-utopian
techno-anarchists, based loosely in the
San Francisco Bay area and devoted
to freedom, properry rights and sound
money, ideas that have hung together
since the political theory of Locke. Digital
currencies are by design non-expansion-
ary and have a finite supply: the authors
catch the flavour nicelywhen they imag-
ine'Bretton Woods II', a new gold stand-
ard with the techies firmly in charge.

The cypherpunks kicked around cur-
rency ideas throughout the 1990s, but
none came to fruition until October
2008, when an anonymous programmer
- or group of programmers - going by
the name of Satoshi Nakamoto released
a short paper purporting to solve cru-
cial problems. Nakamoto proposed the
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banking, a basic requirement of our mate-
rial existence. All one needs to own bitcoin
is a mobile phone able to access an online
'wallet'; many, from migrant labourers to
oppressed women, could gain real bene-
fits from access to cheap, basic financial
services. Moreover, there is a possibility
that digital currencies could form a hid-
den business-to-business infrastructure,
cutting out the many charges put in place
by middlemen. There is some way to go,
though: bitcoin's infrastructure can process
a maximum of seven transactions per sec-
ond,while the mightyVisa can manage ten
thousand. Less plausible are the sugges-
tions that the blockchain itselfwill provide
an infrastructure for recording transactions
and so put all sorts of intermediaries out of
business, replaced by algorithmic property
lawyers and self-owning, robot sole traders.

At times, the detail that so illuminates
the book's technical and historical accounts
does become overwhelming. During
lengthy discussions of techno-utopian
possibilities the reader is drowned by the
tidal wave of twenty-something coders
barefooted in San Francisco hacker hos-
tels, third-generation Silicon Valley ven-
ture capitalists looking for the new, new
thing, and would-be entrepreneurs deter-
mined to bring bitcoin to the bottom of
the pyramid. But Vigna and Casey ̂ re
well aware of the ironies of hoping to get
fabulously rich and save the world at the
same time. While strong believers in the
power of free markets and critics of the
rent-seeking financial services that bitcoin
challenges, they make a measured case for
the possible futures ofdigital currenry. One
of which, of course, is that the winning
crypto-currency wont be bitcoin at all.

Bitcoin has done much to prove the
concept of digital currencies. It has been
carried along by the rurmoil of the credit
crisis and has survived the specula-
tive frenzy of 2013. But it does seem to
have drawbacks, most of all the massive
energy consumption involved in building
the ledger and creating new coins. Some
view these efforts as the source ofbitcoin's
value: an increasingly scarce commodiry
'mined' through raw computational power,
guaranteed against inflation by the core
algorithm. Vigna and Casey make much
of the'metallism' versus'chartalism' debate
in monetary theory, and come down on

'blockchain, a public ledger comprising
algorithmic codes (hashes), hard to con-
struct but easily checked. Over the next
few months he and a programmer called
Hal Finneyworked by email to set up the
'Genesis block'and mine the first cur-
rency. Finney earned one thousand coins,
at their peak worth over $1,,000,000. He
died from Lou Gehrig's diseasein20t4;
his bitcoins are paying to keep his body
frozen until a cure can be discovered.
In December 2010, Nakamoto's emails
stopped and he vanished.

If youVe heard about bitcoin in the
media, you will have heard of the 'min-

ers'who work to discover new coins.This
turns out to be not quite accurate. Min-
ers work on producing the hashes for the
'blockchain', a computationally demand-
ing task known to programmers as'forced
work'. Each hash must contain the neces-
sary information and also must match a
random number generated by the central
algorithm. The first to discover the 'cor-

rect' hash wins a prize of fifty bitcoins.
This provides an incentive to reward those
keeping the ledger up to date. But there
have been unintended consequences: as
the price of bitcoin soared, a computa-
tional arms race began.In2009 itwas pos-
sible to mine bitcoins using the graphics
card of a high-specification gaming PC,
albeit'running hot'. But the bitcoin system
naturally increases the difficulty level on
a regular basis, and by 2014 cloud-based
mining rigs were processing'peta-hashes'
- one thousand trillion hashes - every sec-
ond. At that intensity of computing, elec-
tricity matters; Vigna and Casey believe
that the total power consumption of the
bitcoin grid is somewhere between that of
a small town and a small country.

While they acknowledge the grid's
hunger for power, Vigna and Casey make
an enthusiastic and plausible case for the
emancipatory potential of bitcoin. Glob-
ally, five billion citizens are denied access to



the side of the chartalists, emphasising
the token nature of money and its reli-
ance on socially constructed institutions.
On this final point, however, they may be

on the wrong side of the argument.John
Locke, the great metallist, asserted that
sound money, its value beyond the reach
of states, is a necessary part of political
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liberalism. Bitcoin's appeal is just that: the
would-be gold of a digital age.
Tb order this bookfor d17, see the Literary
Rewiew bookshop on page 17

fl otn of the following statements are
L,l true. High prices for natural resources
have lifted economic prospects in Africa
and help to explain why the lives of mil-
lions of Africans have sharply improved
over the past decade. Those same rich
resources are a curse: their exploitation
by kleptocrats and other plunderers helps
to keep institutions weak and prolongs
political instabiliry poverty and repres-
sion in the continent.

Africa is so diverse, with its billion or
so people and fifty-four countries, that
examples abound to support both these
claims. Plentiful deposits of platinum,
diamonds, coltan, tantalum, gold, batrx-
ite, copper, oil and gas, and other natural
goodies such as huge forests, are spread
wide across the continent. The export of
commodities to the rest of the world is
the source of much wealth. Botswana is
diamond-rich, prosperous and honestly
run. Tanzania is a steady if unspectac-
ular case of development, as its gold-
mining industry expands. Africa's most
sophisticated economy, South Africa, was
founded on the mining of those same two
commodities.

Wealth is not equitably shared, but the
better-run corners ofAfrica have incipient
welfare programmes, state-run schools and
hospitals, and state-funded programmes to
tackle AIDS. The lives of many ordinary
Africans are modestly improving as reli-
ance on aid, thankfirlly, falls. The spread
of mobile phones, organised retail, new
forms ofbanking, better roads and bridges
- such gains have been underpinned in
many places by a prolonged commodities
boom, driven byhigh demand from China.

Resources, in other words, are not neces-
sarily a curse. Nor is the lack of natural
resources necessarily a good thing: awful
events in Somalia, Eritrea, Rwanda and
Burundi - all resource-poor - point to
that. Equatorial Guinea, with its partic-
ularly nightmarish governments, was no
better run before it struck oceans of oil.

Yet under certain conditions, abun-
dant mineral and other deposits can be
a, gre^t burden. Activists, academics and
commentators have long debated the idea

of a'resource curse', the notion that where
rulers, foreign investors, mercenaries and
so on can simplyloot, theywill stunt other
economic development and spread insta-
bility. The discovery of a valuable com-
modity can, at the very least, distort the
local economli at its worst it can trigger
a violent scramble among rivals to levy
rent on its extraction. Warlords in eastern
Congo have done well before by looting
aid, poaching rare animals or enslaving
children. More recendy they have creamed
offprofits from the mining of rare miner-
als, becoming part of a globalised system
that links them to anyone who has bought
a mobile phone. Elsewhere, in Angola or
Nigeria, for example, thieves within gov-
ernments can pocket national wealth by
getting control of immense revenues from
oil and gas. Crooked investors - for dec-
ades these were mostly Westerners, but
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